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It’s Showtime Cub Scout Zoom 2 
Leader Resource Sheet 
 

Introduction 
It’s Showtime is the second Screen Boosted Scouting Cub Zoom Meeting. If you have not looked at the 
first one, it is recommended because both the content and the technology use (such as animation for 
disappearing words) are different than in this second meeting.  

It’s Showtime has three things to help you with the meeting. 

1. Leader Resource Sheet 
2. Instructional Video review of the It’s Showtime Meeting for Leaders 
3. It’s Showtime PowerPoint file to download Before You Start 

Electronic White Board Annotation 
This meeting assumes you have an electronic white board feature that allows annotation. Here is more 
information about this feature in ZOOM: 

• https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115005706806-Using-Annotation-
Tools?mobile_site=true 

If you don’t have this option, you can still use the Wheel of Names activity with food discussion and have 
a brainstorming and planning discussion for the Show.  

Wheel of Names 
Wheel of Names is a fun, versatile, free tool that you can use several ways. It’s Showtime gives one 
application in have the Cub Scouts talk about food. You can use this many ways, so have fun. Set the 
Wheel of Names up before you start the meeting. The directions are in the PowerPoint. 

• https://wheelofnames.com/ 

It’s Showtime Objectives 
Most of the ranks have an adventure that involves performing, whether that is a skit, joke, or song. 
Several adventures require teaching a game. Leaders can adapt this meeting to their Den/Rank focusing 
on the fun of performing and working together. These adventures below are applicable to this meeting. 
You may need to adjust a few things or require some home activity based on the rank. 

• Lions Honor 

• Show the Sign, Motto, and Salute. Show teamwork and play a game.   

• Games Tigers Play 

• Play two games with your Den and discuss. Make up a game with your Den. Pick out a 
nutritious snack and discuss why it is healthy. 
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• Wolfs Howling at the Moon 

• Communicate in two different ways. Create and perform an original skit. Help create 
and perform a campfire program.  

• Bears Grin and Bear It 

• Play a game. Work with your Den to organize a carnival and help younger scouts 
participate. Develop a thank you cheer to show appreciation. 

• WEBELSO/AOL 

• Decide on a game and design it. Teach another adult or scout how to play.  

Note: If you have not already looked at the Cub Program Planning TRELLO board in Screen Boosted 
Scouting, then you are missing out on an extremely easy way to look at all the adventures in one handy 
click environment.  

Leader Instructions 
Gold background slides like this one have information for leaders. Either delete these OR move them 
behind the end slide before your Cub Scout meeting. Most of the key information on the leader slides is 
also in the slide notes space for quick reference. 

 

 

Screen Sharing Multiple Browser Windows Tip 
If you are using PowerPoint in slideshow, and trying to also use Zoom controls or show another browser 
window, this is a handy way to do this without having to share and unshare your screen multiple times. 

 

First, go to the Slide Show control in PowerPoint. 
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The default show type is presented by a 
speaker (full screen). Change this so 
browsed by an individual (window). 

This lets you control how much room on 
your screen the PowerPoint slide show is 
using, and you can then still see your Zoom 
controls or other windows. Very handy to 
use this, especially if you want to go 
between multiple browser windows on a 
Zoom call.  

When you screen share, select “view an 
entire screen” instead of a single 
application.  


